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There are two interesting pictures of these experiments, one
showing a landmine exploding near Petersburg, and the other a
seamine exploding in the river Ochta.ift the year 1852. In spite
of the success of these experiments, it* would appear that the
mines were not adopted by the Russian Fleet because the
departments could not agree whether sea mines came into the
province of the Admiralty or not, so that the whole question was
shelved indefinitely. The outbreak of the Crimean War in 1854
brought it to the fore again, but the mines manufactured by
Russians soon proved to be worthless, and the High Command,
passing over the Russian Corps of Engineers, entrusted the mine-
laying programme to Immanuel Nobel's eldest son, Robert, to be
carried out in accordance with his father's scheme* Robert
executed his task so efficiently that the British Fleet did not
venture within Finnish waters. As stated in a biography of
I. Nobel, " it is certain that no enemy vessel could have been sunk
or destroyed by these mines; but a small mine that had been taken
out of the water was brought on board the Flagship Duke of
Wellington, where it was subjected to such close examination that
it exploded and killed one man, a fact which filled the English with
deep respect for these little objects. Their attitude was confirmed
by the fact that the captain of a Russian steamer, who obstinately
insisted on breaking through the line of mines, refusing to use
the passage of which he had been told, suffered severe damage
to his ship from a mine- In spite of this grave breach of duty,
he was not severely punished, since the explosion occurred close
to the English squadron lying ofi Sveaborg, and they were duly
impressed by the effectiveness of the mines."
Immanuel Nobel produced a magnificent work on the system of
mines which he had invented: Systeme de defense maritime pout
passages et ports sans fortifications MspenMeitses et av&c tywgni
d*homme$> par 1m. Nobel The work, which is in manuscript,

